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Abstract: Systems that are built using low-power computationally-weak devices, which force
developers to favor performance over security; which jointly with its high connectivity,
continuous and autonomous operation makes those devices specially appealing to attackers.
ASLR (Address Space Layout Randomization) is one of the most effective mitigation techniques
against remote code execution attacks, but when it is implemented in a practical system
its effectiveness is jeopardized by multiple constraints: the size of the virtual memory space,
the potential fragmentation problems, compatibility limitations, etc. As a result, most ASLR
implementations (specially in 32-bits) fail to provide the necessary protection. In this paper we
propose a taxonomy of all ASLR elements, which categorizes the entropy in three dimensions:
(1) how, (2) when and (3) what; and includes novel forms of entropy. Based on this taxonomy we
have created, ASLRA, an advanced statistical analysis tool to assess the effectiveness of any ASLR
implementation. Our analysis show that all ASLR implementations suffer from several weaknesses,
32-bit systems provide a poor ASLR, and OS X has a broken ASLR in both 32- and 64-bit systems.
This is jeopardizing not only servers and end users devices as smartphones but also the whole
IoT ecosystem. To overcome all these issues, we present ASLR-NG, a novel ASLR that provides
the maximum possible absolute entropy and removes all correlation attacks making ASLR-NG the
best solution for both 32- and 64-bit systems. We implemented ASLR-NG in the Linux kernel 4.15.
The comparative evaluation shows that ASLR-NG overcomes PaX, Linux and OS X implementations,
providing strong protection to prevent attackers from abusing weak ASLRs.
Keywords: security; internet of things address space layout randomisation; vulnerability analysis;
protection techniques

1. Introduction
Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) is a well-known, mature and widely used
protection technique which randomizes the memory address of processes in an attempt to deter
forms of exploitation [1], which rely on knowing the exact location of the process objects.
Rather than increasing security by removing vulnerabilities from the system, as source code analysis
tools [2] tend to do, ASLR is a prophylactic technique which tries to make it more difficult to exploit
existing vulnerabilities [3].
Unlike other security methods [4,5], the security provided by ASLR is based on several factors [6],
including how predictable the random memory layout of a program is, how tolerant an exploitation
technique is to variations in memory layout and how many attempts an attacker can make practically.
ASLR is a wide spectrum protection technique, in the sense that rather than addressing
a special type of vulnerability, as the renewSSP [7] does, it jeopardizes the programming code [8]
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of the attackers independently of the vector [9] used to inject code or redirect the control flow.
Similarly to other mitigation techniques, ASLR mitigates code execution attacks by crashing
the application, and so the attack is degenerated into a denial of service.
The ASLR is an abstract idea which has multiple implementations [10–13], though there
are important differences in performance and security coverage between them. We therefore need
to make a clear distinction between the core concept of ASLR, which is typically described as something
which “introduces randomness in the address space layout of user space processes” [14], and the exact features
of each implementation.
Although ASLR is more than 14 years old [15], it is still a very effective protection against modern
attacks [16,17] there is still a lot of work and innovations to be done, both on the design and the
implementation. For example, the implementation of the KASLR (Kernel ASLR), which loads kernel
code and drivers or modules in random positions [18] is still under development and improvement in
some ecosystems such as the IoT [19] and other 32-bit low powered devices.
This paper is organized as follows: a full taxonomy of the ASLR is presented in Section 2,
followed by a critical analysis of limitations of current ASLR designs in Section 3. Later, we introduce
ASLRA in Section 4, a tool t automatically analyze and detect ASLR weaknesses. Section 5 presents
the weaknesses found in Linux, PaX and OS X. Then in Section 6 we describe the constraints that must
be taken into account when designing a practical ASLR. In Section 7 we propose a new ASLR named
ASLR-NG, which overcome all limitations and weaknesses. Section 8 evaluates our proposal in a real
implementation, and finally, Section 9 concludes the paper.
2. ASLR Taxonomy
In this section, we present our novel taxonomy which consider three different dimensions to assess
practical ASLR implementations. This taxonomy revealed the security issues described in Section 5
and are were used to develop the assessment tool presented in Section 4.
Depending on the exact implementation details there may be important differences in the final
operation and effectiveness of the ASLR, and so in order to understand and compare these differences
between ASLR implementations, it is necessary to have a detailed definition of all memory objects
and how they can be randomized.
In what follows, a memory object is classed as a block of virtual memory allocated to a process,
examples of which include the stack, the executable, a mapped file, an anonymous map and the vDSO.
For our purposes, the size and the base address of each object are the most relevant attributes.
Several objects may be allocated together (in consecutive addresses) with respect to a random
address base, which will be referred to as the area or as the zone. For example, in Linux, all objects
allocated via the mmap() system call are placed side by side in the mmap_area area.
We have categorized the ASLR into three main dimensions: (1) When, (2) What and (3) How.
The first dimension defines how often randomization takes place, the second determines which objects
are randomized and the last one defines how and how much the objects are randomized.
2.1. Dimension 1: When
The When dimension defines when the entropy used to randomize the object is generated.
For example, per-exec is when the random addresses are generated when a new image is loaded
in memory. Linux ASLR randomizes all objects per-exec, so once the process has been created,
all subsequent objects (mmap requests) are located side by side. On the other hand, OS X only
randomizes libraries per-boot and libraries addresses are shared among all executables even after they
are relaunched.
Per-deployment: The application is randomized when it is installed in the system. This form
of randomization, also known pre-linking, was proposed by Bojinov et al. [20] as a mechanism
to provide randomization on systems that do not support position independent code (PIC)
or relocatable code.
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Per-boot: The randomization is done every time the system boots. That is, the random value or values
used to map objects are generated a boot time (see Figure 1). This form of randomization
is typically used on systems whose shared libraries are not compiled as PIC, and so the loader
has to relocate the memory image to match the actual addresses. This technique for sharing
libraries has some drawbacks:
•

•

Once a library has been relocated in memory, it is no longer a copy of the file, but it has been
modified to match the current virtual addresses where it has been loaded. Therefore, all
subsequent requests to map that library shall use the same addresses in order to share the
same pages.
Since the memory image does not match the file image (because it has been customized
for the current position) it is not possible to use the file itself as swap-in area of the image.
A full swap-out and swap-in sequence on a swap device is necessary.

PIC code is implemented using relative addressing (the compiler emits offsets with respect
to the program counter (PC) rather than absolute directions). Unfortunately, PC relative
addressing modes are not available on the i386 architecture, which makes the code slightly
larger and slower.

When

The effectiveness of ASLR has pushed some processor developers to include relative addressing
in their new architecture families. The x86_64 architecture implements relative for 64 bits
instruction set.
Per-exec: The randomization takes place when new executable image is loaded in memory (see Figure 1).
In the literature, this form of randomization is known “pre-process randomization”. But it must
be pointed out that the randomization takes place when a new image is loaded (via the exec()
system call) rather than when a new process is created by calling fork().
Per boot
At boot

Per exec

rand()
rand()
rand()

exec()

0x...

0x...

exec()

0x...

0x...
Addresses

Figure 1. Per-boot versus Per-exec randomization.

Per-fork: The randomization takes place every time a new process is created (forked). Recently,
Kangjie et al. [21] proposed RuntimeASLR, which implements an aggressive re-randomization
of all the fine-grain objects of every child after fork().
This solution sets ASLR
of the forked/cloned processes at the same level than the one achieved by an exec().
Unfortunately, Unix API defines that child processes inherit the memory layout of their parents,
and so RuntimeASLR breaks compatibility.
It is still possible to have a per-fork randomization, while preserving API compatibility
if randomization is only applied to new objects. Current ASLR designs allocate new objects
in consecutive addresses, but it is possible to re-randomize the base address after a fork,
so that new objects are unknown to parent and siblings.
Per-object: The object is randomized when it is created (see Figure 2). Note that, objects that are
at a constant distance from another already mapped object are not considered to be randomized
on a per-object basis, even if the reference object is randomized. Note that if the position of one
of the two objects is leaked, then the position of the other is immediately known.
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Per-object
rand()

mmap()

0x...
rand()

mmap()

+ rand()

or

+ rand()

0x...
rand()

mmap()

or

0x...

Addresses

Figure 2. Per-object randomization.

2.2. Dimension 2: What
The second dimension determines the granularity of What is randomized. Whereby the more
objects are randomized, the better. Some security researchers consider that if a single object
(for example, the executable) is not randomized, ASLR can be considered broken. A more aggressive
form of ASLR is when the randomization is applied to the logical elements contained in the memory
objects: processor instructions [22], blocks of code [11,23], functions [12,24,25] and even to the data
structures of the application [26]. In these cases, the compiler, the linker and the loader are required
to play a more active role. Although these solutions are more advanced and secure, they are still not
included in current systems.
2.3. Dimension 3: How
The way an object is randomized is defined by the last dimension: How. It is possible to consider
two sub-dimensions: (1) how many bits are random and (2) what is the randomness between objects
(inter-object). That is, the absolute entropy of the object by itself and the conditional entropy between
objects. Regarding how many bits of the address are randomized, there are two forms: full-VM
and partial-VM. Partial-VM is when memory space is divided in disjointed ranges to generate random
numbers for the addresses. In Full-VM complete virtual memory space is used to randomize an object.
The requirements required to carry out a full-VM are analyzed in the next sections. As far as we know,
current ASLR implementations only use partial-VM randomization.
Partial VM: The virtual memory space is divided in ranges or zones (see Figure 3). Each zone
contains one or more objects. Typically, zones do not overlap, and so, each zone defines
a proper subset of the memory space. In most implementations, only a small range of the
memory space is used, that is, the union of all the ranges does not cover all the virtual memory.
Partial VM randomization greatly simplifies the implementation of ASLR because object collision
are prevented, but the effective entropy is reduced.
Full VM

Partial VM
constant
rand()

rand()
PAGE_SIZE

0x...

PAGE_SIZE

0x...
Addresses

Figure 3. Full versus Partial virtual memory randomization.

Full VM: All the virtual memory space is used to randomize the objects (see Figure 3). When this
randomization is used, the order of the main areas (exec, heap, libs, stack, ...) are no longer
honored. Special care must be taken to avoid overlapping and collisions. The effective
entropy is greatly incremented. As far a we know, no current ASLR design uses the full
VM randomization.
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Isolated-Object: The object is randomly mapped with respect to any other (see Figure 4). Some attacks
rely on knowing the address of an object to exploit another one because there is a correlation
between them [27,28]. In order to be effective, the correlation entropy of the isolated objects
with respect to the rest of objects must be greater than the absolute entropy of each one. Therefore,
an information leak of the position of an isolated-object gives no hint of the memory layout
of the process but the leaked object.

Isolated-objects

Correlated-objects
rnd1=rand()

rnd1

mmap()

rand()
0x...

0x...

rand()

rnd1+rand()

mmap()

0x...

0x...
rand()

rnd1+rand()

mmap()

0x...

0x...
Addresses

Figure 4. Correlated versus Isolated-object randomization.

Correlated-Object: The object is placed taking into account the position of another one (see Figure 4).
The position of a correlated object is calculated as a function of the position of another object
and a random value. When two objects are mapped together, side by side, they are fully
correlated. Some examples of correlated objects are: Linux libraries and PaX thread stacks
and libraries.
Sub-page: The offset bits of the page are also randomized (see Figure 5).
By default,
ASLR implementations use the processor virtual memory paging support to randomize objects.
If no additional entropy is added, addresses are page aligned. Depending on the type of object
(shared object, contains data or code, swap constraints, etc.) sub-page randomization may
be implemented transparently. For example, the stack and the heap have sub-page randomization
in current Linux.
Page number
0x000
Page number

Sub-page

rand()

Page number

Offset

0x...

Offset

0x...
PAGE_SIZE

PAGE_SIZE

Addresses

Figure 5. Sub-page randomization.

Direction: Up/down search side used on a first-fit allocation strategy (see Figure 6). When allocating
objects together, new objects can be placed at higher addresses that the ones already mapped
(bottom-up) or at lower addresses (top-down). The direction is used to decide the side to place
new objects. There are two situations when the direction is necessary:
•

•

When objects are randomly mapped, it may occur that (if not prevented) a randomly
generated address collides with an existing object, in this case, the direction determines
the side of the existing object (up or down) where the new one will be mapped.
When objects are mapped together: the direction bit determines how the area or zone grows.
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Fixed direction

Random direction
Virtual memory

New object

Virtual memory

New object

rand()
or

Allocated object 1

New object

DOWNTOP Allocated object 2

Allocated object 2

Allocated object 1

New object

TOPDOWN

TOPDOWN

New object

Figure 6. Direction of allocation.

When

Note that the direction is not a global parameter or feature of the ASLR, but its scope can
be determined on a per-object or per-zone basis.
Bit-Slicing: The address of an object is the concatenation of two, or more, random numbers which are
obtained at different times (for example, at boot and at exec), as shown in Figure 7. For example,
this form can be used when a subset of the addresses must be aligned to a fixed value because
of performance reasons. In this case, the alignment can be randomly chosen at boot time, and then
align all the mappings to that value. Later, all address bits may be randomized except the aligned
bits which are set to the value chosen previously.
Bit-slicing
At boot

rand()
rand()
rand()

exec()

0x...

exec()

0x...

Addresses

Figure 7. Bit-Slicing randomization.

Specific-zone: A base address and a direction where objects are allocated together. Taking into account
security aspects, the more random bits and the more independent are the mappings the
better. On the other side, if the goal is to reduce the overhead, the more compact the layout
the better. Specific-zones defines a mechanism that can be used to group together objects
of the same or similar level of security, and isolate each group from others of different level
of security/criticality Figure 8 shows an example of how the objects allocated to an specific-zone
are mapped.
Specific-Zone
mmap()

rand()

0x...
size +

mmap()

0x...
size +

mmap()

0x...

Addresses

Figure 8. Specific-zone example.

Table 1 summarizes all form of randomization grouped by the dimensions When, What and When.
Those are the fundamental features to assess the quality and robustness of ASLR implementations.
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Table 1. Summary of randomization forms and dimensions.

When

Per-boot
Per-exec
Per-fork
Per-object

Every time the system is booted.
Every time a new image is executed.
Every time a new process is spawned.
Every time a new object is created.

What

Description

Stack
LD
Executable
Heap
vDSO/VVAR
ARGV
Mmaps/libs

Stack of the main process.
Dynamic linker/loader.
Loadable segments (text, data, bss, ...).
Old-fashioned dynamic memory of the process: brk().
Objects exported by the kernel to the user space.
Command line arguments and environment variables of the process.
Objects allocated calling mmap().

How

Feature

Partial VM
Full VM
Isolated-object
Correlated-object
Sub-page
Bit-slicing
Direction
Specific-zone

A sub-range of the VM space is used to map the object.
The full VM space is used to map the object.
The object is randomized independently from any other.
The object is randomized with respect to another.
Page offset bits are randomized.
Different slices of the address are randomized at different times.
Top-down/bottom-up search side used on a first-fit allocation strategy.
A base address and a direction where objects are allocated together.

The presented randomization forms are analyzed in Sections 5 and 8, to properly assess the ASLR
effectiveness of Linux, PaX and OS X. This taxonomy is key not only to assess current ASLR
effectiveness but also to develop future ASLR designs and implementations, specially in 32-bit systems
were the available virtual memory map introduces a challenge to all ASLRs.
3. ASLR Limitations
In this section we analyze the problems and limitations present in all ASLR implementations
employed by modern operating systems. The main limitation is introduced by the fact that there are
objects (e.g., stack, heap) that need to grow in memory at runtime. This requires to divide the virtual
memory region to ensure that those objects can grow.
In more detail, the Linux and PaX (FreeBSD, HardenedGentoo and others use the PaX ASLR
approximation) ASLR designs rely on the same core ideas, in that they define four partial-VM
areas: (1) stack, (2) libraries/mmaps, (3) executable and (4) heap. The classic memory layout
was designed by considering that some zones or objects are growable (main stack, thread stacks
and heap). Ideally, a growable object is a contiguous area of memory which can be expanded or shrunk
dynamically according to the needs of the program. In order to allow them to grow, they are typically
placed in the border (top or bottom) of virtual memory, far away from other objects, otherwise they
will not grow or, even worse, a silent collision could occur.
Originally, the functionality of growable objects was a smart, simple and efficiently solution
for efficient memory usage. However, the use of threaded applications and the possibility of adding
dynamically new objects into the memory space forced developers to reconsider the viability of these
growable areas. Today, growable objects are a source of numerous problems [29,30], but fortunately
a set of advanced programming solutions has been developed.
Growable objects impose strong limitations on ASLR design, and they affect negatively the entropy
of all objects. The situation gets even worse when multiple growable objects are used in the application,
as actually happens with multiple thread stacks. The approach used in Linux (see Figure 9)
involves placing each object as separately as possible from each other, which forces to fix high
bits of the addresses, thus degrading effective entropy. Since the extremes of the virtual memory
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are already occupied, libraries and mmaps are placed between the stack and the heap. Note that
a small shared library is automatically mapped by the kernel into the address space of all user-space
applications (vDSO). Therefore, both static and dynamically linked (PIE or not) programs have a similar
memory layout.
VM space
HIGH
stack

lib1
lib2
mmap files

heap

exec
LOW

Figure 9. Classic memory layout.

Originally, PIE-compiled applications were loaded jointly with the libraries, but after the Offset2lib
weakness [27] was identified, the PIE executable was moved to lower addresses (Linux 4.1)
in its own zone.
3.1. Stacks
There are two different kinds of stacks, namely the stack of the main process, and the stack
of the threads or clones (since both thread and cloned entities handle stacks in a similar way,
in what follows we will refer to them jointly as ‘thread stacks’). The main stack is still considered
and handled as a growable object.
Initially, thread stacks were ‘set up’ to be growable. Flags MAP_GROWSDOWN and MAP_GROWSUP were
added to the mmap() request, to tell the kernel about expected behavior. Inevitably, these flags were
removed [29] because of security problems and intrinsic logical limitations. Nowadays, thread stacks
are treated as regular (non-growable) objects, reserved with the maximum estimated size when
the threads are created. By default, the thread stack size is set to 8 Mb (in Debian and Ubuntu),
but it can be changed by using the RLIMIT_STACK resource with the setrlimit() system call. Note that
the RLIMIT_STACK value is used as the default thread stack size rather than an upper limit.
A summary of the facilities provided by the system (compiler and standard library),
to deal with growable stack issues, is presented below:
•

•

One or more protected pages (page guards) are placed at the end of the thread stack. If the stack
overflows, then the process receives a SIGSEGV signal. This guard is further enforced by the
GCC flag-fstack-check, which emits extra code to access sequentially all the pages of the stack,
thus preventing overflowing by jumping over the page guard.
The split stack feature (GCC flag-fsplit-stack) generates code to automatically continue
the stack in another object (created via mmap()), before it overflows. As a result, the process
has discontinuous stacks which will only run out of memory if the program is unable to allocate
more memory. This is an interesting feature for threaded programs, as it is no longer necessary
to calculate the maximum stack size for each thread. This is currently only implemented in the
i386 and x86_64 back-ends running in GNU/Linux.
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It is possible to ask the compiler to print stack usage information for the program, on a per-function
basis, using the -fstack-usage flag and making an estimation of stack size.

Although these facilities are very helpful when dealing with stacks, in practice most applications
work with the default 8Mb sequential stack (Google Chrome(r), LibreOffice, Firefox, etc.). Only very
demanding applications have stack size issues, which are typically handled by slightly increasing the
RLIMIT_STACK limit value. For example, Oracle(r) advises to set it to 10MB when running its database.
3.2. Heap
When the process needs more heap memory, it calls the brk() system call to move forward
(higher addresses) the heap’s end. The operating system tries to expand sequentially the heap
object to provide the requested memory. The brk() request may fail if (1) there is not enough
free memory contiguous to the existing heap, because the end of the memory has been reached
or because another object is already in that address, or (2) the data segment limit has been exceeded,
as set by the RLIMIT_DATA resource.
The heap is used by the standard C library to provide dynamic storage allocation (DSA):
malloc() and free(). Although originally DSA algorithms relied exclusively on heap memory,
current implementations use multiple non-contiguous objects of memory requested by mmap(). In fact,
the GNU libc uses mmap() when the size is larger than 128 Kb. Also, brk() was marked as LEGACY
in SUSv2 and removed in POSIX.1-2001.
4. ASLRA: ASLR Analyzer
In this section we present the tool we have developed to effectively assess ASLR implementations.
ASLRA discovered several weaknesses, as Section 5 describes, and also assessed the effectiveness
of the proposed ASLR-NG in Section 7.
Although it is possible to analyze how ASLR has been implemented in the operating system
to calculate the intended or expected entropy, there are too many interactions and adjustments between
the code that generates the random values and code that finally assigns the address to the object.
In fact, we have detected several security issues by observing the external entropy of both Linux
and PaX [31–33].
Peter Busser developed a tool called paxtest (included in most Linux distributions) to estimate,
among other security features, the entropy of memory objects. It uses a custom ad hoc algorithm
to guess the effective entropy bits. This algorithm has been designed assuming that the underlying
distribution is uniform with a power of 2 range. When these conditions do not hold, the result
is incorrect. Also, it does not provide basic statistical information about the observed distribution.
For example, PaX suffers from non-uniform weaknesses (see Section 5.2) on most mappings,
and so it is overestimated by the paxtest tool.
We have developed ASLRA, a test suite, which can be used to measure and analyze the entropy
of all the objects. ASLRA is composed of two separated utilities:
Sampler: Launches a large number of processes and collects the addresses of selected memory objects.
Analyzer: The resulting sampled file is processed to calculate several statistical parameters
(see Figures 10–12). Besides the basic ones: range, mean, median mode and standard deviation,
the analyzer calculates four different entropy estimators: (1) flipping bits, (2) individual byte
Shannon entropy, (3) Shannon entropy with variable width bins and (4) Shannon 1-spacing
estimator [34]. The tool also provides information about memory fragmentation, conditional
entropy, and multiple plots (histogram, distribution, etc.).
We have used the term “entropy” in this paper to refer to the amount of randomness exhibited
by an object. In information theory, entropy is used as a measure of the amount of information
provided by a piece of data, which typically is the probability occurrence. For our purposes, entropy
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shall be defined as “the amount of uncertainty that an attacker have about the location of a given object”.
Shannon entropy is formally defined as:
H (X) = −

∑

x ∈X

p( x ) log2 p( x )

The resulting value is a good measure of the dispersion or surprise, but it must be interpreted
with caution [35]. In most cases, it is an accurate estimation of the cost of an attack, but only
if it is a uniform distribution. It is especially problematic for those distributions with a high kurtosis,
because the attacker can focus on a small range of values, thereby building faster attacks.

Figure 10. Statistical information produced by ASLRA for the Thread stack on PaX i386.
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Figure 11. ASLR analyzer: Screenshot of PaX Heap (brk) on i386.

Figure 12. ASLRA: summary of PaX ASLR in a 32 bit system.

Entropy estimation is a challenging issue [36]. In order to obtain accurate results, it is necessary
to have very large data sets or alternatively make assumptions about the underlying distribution.
The sampler part of the ASLRA tool is a simple application using malloc(), mmap(), etc., and has
been optimized to generate millions of samples in a few minutes to avoid biased estimations for most
distributions. If single variable entropy is a challenging task, measure the correlation between objects
and properly estimate the conditional entropy requires a huge set of samples. We have addressed
the issue by assuming that the relation between objects are defined by a sum of a uniform random
variable or a constant value. Therefore, the conditional entropy is calculated as the entropy of the
difference of the objects. Table 2 shows the memory objects that the developed ASLRA tool can collect.
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Table 2. Objects analyzed by the ASLRA tool.
Object

Description

Arguments

The arguments received by main() and the environment variables of the process.

HEAP

The initial heap location as returned by brk().

Main Stack

The stack of the process, that is the address of a local variable of the main() function.

Dynamic Loader

For dynamic executables, the address of ld.so.

vDSO

Linux specific object exporting services like for example the syscall mechanism.

Glibc

The standard C library used by the majority of processes.

Thread Stack

The stack created by default then a new thread is created by the libpthread.so library.

FIRST_CHILD_MAP The address returned by the first mmap() object of a child process.
EXEC

The address where the executable is loaded.

MAP_HUGETLB

Address of a large block (2 Mb) reserved via mmap() using the flag MAP_HUGETLB.

The resulting conditional entropy of the system is presented using a table and a graph that shows
the absolute entropy and the coentropy. See Figure 13.

Figure 13. ASLRA: Correlation between objects of PaX in a 32 bit system.

5. ASLR Weaknesses
In this section we describe four ASLR design weaknesses that affect current ASLR
implementations. The result of these weakness are represented in Table 4 as a lack of randomization
forms, and as a low absolute entropy in Table 5.
5.1. Non-Full Address Randomized Weakness
ASLR has been implemented by slightly shaking or moving randomly the base address of objects
with respect to the classic layout, where the main stack is at the top, the executable is at the bottom,
the heap follows the bss segment and the mmap zone is located in between the heap and the stack.
Therefore, the entropy that can be applied to each object is limited by the range that they can be moved
while preserving the previous sequence. This affects the higher bits of the addresses [6].
Another constraint that reduces entropy is the unnecessary alignment of some objects.
Although alignment is mandatory in some objects (huge pages, executable, libraries, etc.), others like
stacks, heap have sub-page. It may be possible to extend the sub-page to more objects by extending
the semantic of the mmap() syscall.
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5.2. Non-Uniform Distribution Weakness
The distribution of objects along the range should be as uniform as possible. That is,
all the addresses should have the same, or very similar, probability of occurrence; otherwise,
it would be possible to speed up attacks by focusing on the most frequent (likely) addresses.
Figure 14 shows the output of the ASLRA (ASLR analyzer) tool for the libraries and mmap objects
in PaX. The distributions of these objects in i386 follows a triangular distribution and on x86_64 an
Irwin-Hall with n = 3. In Linux, the heap is the result of the sum of two random values, but since one
of them is much larger than the other, the impact on the distribution is almost negligible.
0.02
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i386

0.018

Expected
x86_64

0.02

0.016
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Probability

Probability
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0
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(a) On a i386 system
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0

0
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(b) On a x84_64 system

Figure 14. Statistical distribution of mmapped (libraries, thread stacks, anonymous maps, etc.) objects
using PaX security mode.

5.3. Correlation Weakness
Attacks launched to bypass ASLR are becoming more and more sophisticated; for instance,
instead of attacking an object directly, the attacker can first de-randomize an object with low entropy,
and then use it to de-randomize the target object (the object which contains the required gadgets
or data). The idea that an object’s memory address leak can be used to exploit another one was first
demonstrated by Marco-Gisbert et al. [27] through the offset2lib weakness. In that case, the executable
was de-randomized using a byte-for-byte attack [37] and then the libraries zone was calculated,
resulting in a very fast bypass of ASLR. This weakness was analyzed by Herlands, W at al. [38],
and referred as EffH (Effective Entropy).
In Linux and PaX, the heap and the executable are separated from each other by a random value.
A leak in the heap area does not only compromises the heap, but it also reveals information about
the executable, because there is less entropy distance from the executable to the heap (correlation
entropy) than the absolute entropy of the executable. Huge pages and the objects in the mmap_area
are also correlated. Since huge pages have the largest alignment, they have the lowest entropy,
and attackers can build correlation attacks by de-randomizing huge pages first and then later the
libraries zones. For example, in PaX i386, instead of attacking the libraries directly (16 bits), attackers
can de-randomize huge pages (6 bits) and later de-randomize the libraries zone from the huge page
zones (10 bits). This two-step attack takes 1088 = 210 + 26 ≈ 210 attempts, instead of the 65,536 = 216
tries required to directly attack the library.
All mmapped objects are located together in the mmap_area, which results in total correlation
between them. From a security point of view, this is a weak design. MILS (Multiple Independent
Levels of Security/Safety) [39] criteria state that objects of different criticality levels must be isolated.
Google Chrome, for instance, is aware of this security issue and has addressed it by implementing
some form of user-land ASLR to map JIT (just-in-time compiled code) objects in its own zone, which is
separated from the default mmap_area. Note that JIT objects are an appealing target for attackers [40].
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5.4. Memory Layout Inheritance Weakness
All child processes inherit/share the memory layout of the parent. This is the expected behavior,
since children are an exact copy of the parent’s memory layout. Unfortunately, though, from a security
point of view, this is not a desirable behavior because although new objects belong only to the child
process, their addresses can be guessed easily by parents and siblings. This problem is especially
dangerous on networking servers which use the forking model. In Android, for instance, the situation
is even worse, because all of the applications are children of Zygote, and although the siblings
might not call the same mapping sequence, a malicious sibling can predict future mmaps of any
other. Therefore, the leakage of an object in the library or mmap area exposes all objects in these
areas (correlation weakness) and also allows one to predict where future mmaps will be placed-even
between siblings (inheritance weakness).
This issue is widely known. The solution used by the SSHD suite consists on relaunching
(fork + exec) the process for every incoming connection, rather than creating a direct fork process.
In this way, not only the new maps are different among siblings, but all the maps are different.
Lee et al. [41] proposed to use the same solution to replace the application creation model of Zygote
by a pool of pre-exec processes, this new model was called Morula.
6. ASLR Constraints and Considerations
The straightforward solution to solving most of the previous weaknesses is to randomize
each object independently over the full VM range. Although this idea is quite intuitive [12],
multiple practical issues must be addressed properly, in order to achieve a realistic ASLR design.
ASLR-NG has been designed by taking into account the following issues:
Fragmentation: although, from the point of view of security, having objects spread all over the full VM
space is the best choice, in some cases it introduces prohibitive fragmentation, which is especially
severe in 32-bit systems. Applications that request large objects or make a lot of requests may fail
randomly, so it is mandatory to have a mechanism to address this fragmentation.
Page table footprint: a very important aspect that is underestimated is the size of the process page
table, because the more the objects are spread, the bigger the page table. This is particularly
important in systems with low memory or with a high number of processes. Since each
application could have a different level of security, the ASLR design should allow for tuning the
page table size versus object spreading.
Growable areas: unfortunately, most applications still use growable areas in some objects.
In order to be compatible with these applications, an ASLR must guarantee some form
of compatible behavior.
Homogeneous entropy: all objects should have the same amount of entropy, in particular objects
of the same type (for example, stacks); otherwise, attackers will focus on the weakest link.
Unfortunately, none of the current designs meets this requirement.
Uniformly distributed: all objects should be uniformly distributed; otherwise, attackers can design
more effective attacks by focusing on the most frequent addresses.
ASLR compatibility: the ASLR design should be backward-compatible with existing applications.
That is, if there is a trade off between security and compatibility, then the design should allow
for tuning the application framework to meet application’s needs.
7. ASLR-NG: Address Space Layout Randomization Next Generation
This section describes the proposed ASLR-NG, which addresses all the weaknesses identified
in Section 5 as well as all of the constraints and considerations presented in Section 6.
ASLR-NG does not divide the virtual memory region enabling to load any object (stack, heap,
libraries, etc.) at any address without any restriction. In order to achieve this, ASLR-NG limits
and pre-reserve (no actual memory is being allocated), all growable objects (main stack and heap).
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When those objects need to grow, they will consume more part of the pre-reserved memory until they
reach the limit. The pre-reserved memory area can be seen as a memory belonging to a particular
object where others objects can not be allocated.
As presented in Section 3, both the stack and the heap are growable but limited, which makes
ASLR-NG a realistic and practical ASLR. ASLR-NG uses those limits to create a pre-reserved memory
for each growable object. This ensures compatibility with applications since by adjusting those
limits. In fact by pre-reserving memory, ASLR-NG prevents accidental mappings and collisions.
For example in current implementations it is possible to mmap() an object very close to the stack
resulting in a collision when the stack grows but this is not possible with ASLR-NG since only the stack
can allocate memory to its pre-reserved area and the mmap() will fail.
7.1. Allocating Object Strategy
Two methods are available to allocate an object in ASLR-NG: Isolated and in an specific-zone.
•

•

Isolated: the object is independently randomized using the full virtual memory space
of the process. Unlike current implementations, ASLR-NG can use the full VM range to allocate
an object, and as a result there no order to the objects and it prevents any kind of correlation attack.
Specific-zone: objects of the same class are mapped together and isolated from others.
A specific-zone is defined by a base address and a direction flag, both of which are initialized when
the specific-zone is created (see function new_zone() in Listing 1). The base address is a random
value taken from the full VM space, and new objects are placed by following the direction flag
(toward higher or lower addresses) with respect to the base address.
The main benefit of using specific-zones is that it reduces both fragmentation and page table
footprint, which makes ASLR practical and realistic. Furthermore, specific-zones can be created
according to MILS criteria, in that objects of the same criticality level may be grouped together.
Criticality depends, among other factors, on the permissions and the kind of data stored
on the object. Following this rule, ASLR-NG defines five specific-zones (depending on the
configuration, see profile modes below):
Huge pages:
placing all huge page objects in their own specific-zone removes the correlation
weakness between huge pages and normal mmapped objects. This is a specially dangerous
form of correlation weakness as described in Section 8.3.
following the same criteria as the main stack, the thread stacks are isolated
Thread stacks:
from the rest of objects on their own specific-zone.
although these types of object are seldom used, for example in JIT
Read-write-exec objects:
mapping, they are very sensitive; in fact, Google implements custom randomization in their
Chromium browser for these objects as part of its sand-boxing framework.
Executable objects:
map requests with executable permission are grouped in a specific-zone.
This zone is mainly used to group library codes.
Default zone:
any other objects that do not match previous categories are allocated to this
specific-zone. In addition, applications can create custom specific-zones to isolate sensitive
data. For example, the credentials or certificates of a web server can be isolated from the
rest of the regular data. This mechanism can prevent a Heartbleed [42] attack by moving
sensitive data (certificates) away from the vulnerable buffer.

7.2. Addressing Fragmentation
When virtual memory size is small, fragmentation is an issue, because the more objects that are
independently randomized, the more fragmented the memory. In dynamic memory, the fragmentation
problem is defined as [43] “the inability to reuse memory that is free.”
There is no simple way to measure fragmentation, but the worst case depend on: (1) the number
of objects already allocated, (2) their size, (3) the relative position of each one and (4) the size of the
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new request. If all objects, n, are independently randomized, the worst case occurs when the allocated
objects are of one page size and they are evenly distributed along the whole memory space. In this case,
the maximum guaranteed size is approximated by:
new_obj_size .

VM_SIZE
n+1

On x86_64 fragmentation is not a issue because of the very large number of mapped objects
needed to cause an error. For example, a 1GB memory request will not fail until 217 = 131,072 objects
have been mapped.
On the other hand, fragmentation is a real problem in 32-bit systems. For example, a memory
request of 25MB is not guaranteed after just 122 requests (of page size), while a request for 256 MB
may fail after mapping just 12 objects, including the stack, vDSO, executable, heap, each library,
etc. Therefore, it is not practical to randomize each object independently in 32-bit systems,
without addressing the fragmentation issue.
ASLR-NG addresses this issue by reserving a range of virtual space, the amount of which
is specified as a percentage of the available VM size. When a requested object does not fit
into the non-reserved space, the allocation algorithm automatically uses the reserved space,
without degrading the entropy of these objects and regardless of their size.
Figure 15 shows the result of allocating multiple objects in ASLR-NG. Objects 1 and 3 fit into the
non-reserved area, and so they are placed there, but for objects 2 and 4, there are no free gaps to hold
them on the non-reserved area. In this case, the algorithm performs a top-down, first-fit strategy.
Note that objects allocated in the reserved area will ‘inherit’ the entropy of the lowest object in the
non-reserved area.
VM space

MAX_VM

VM space

VM space

VM space

mmap 3

mmap 3

Executable

Executable

Executable

Executable

stack

stack

stack

stack

mmap 1

mmap 1

mmap 1
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libraries

libraries
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mmap 2

mmap 2

mmap 2
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Reserved

mmap 4

LOW_ADDR

(a) Small mmap()

(b) Large mmap()

(c) Large mmap()

(d) Large mmap()

Figure 15. ASLR-NG: A 50% example of a reserved area.

Although reserving a percentage of the VM will reduce the range for available randomization,
ASLR-NG uses a novel strategy to regain lost entropy, whereby the reserved area is randomly placed
at the top or the bottom of the virtual memory space. For example, by reserving 50%, an attacker
cannot know on which side (top or bottom) the objects will be located, which forces them to consider
the whole VM space. As a result, there is no entropy penalty with this strategy. Only when the reserved
area is larger than 50%, is there a small amount of entropy degradation. The expression which relates
the loss of entropy to the percentage of reserved area is:
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(
f (x) =

if x ≤ 50%

0,

−1 − log2 1 −

x
100



,

otherwise

where x is the percentage of the reserved area, and f ( x ) gives the number of bits that have
to be subtracted from the total VM space entropy. For example, reserving 50% on an i386, the largest
guaranteed object is 1.5 GB and entropy is not reduced. If 2/3 of the VM space is reserved,
then it is possible to allocate an object up to 2GB in size, and at the cost of reducing entropy by only
0.5 bits. Therefore, the ASLR-NG design has both more entropy and less fragmentation.
7.3. Algorithm
When a process is created, the area reserved to avoid fragmentation is defined by setting
the variables min_ASLR and max_ASLR. This is the range that will be used to allocate objects
(allocation area).
The direction of a specific-zone is a random bit with a probability of pointing towards
the middle of the allocation range inversely proportional to the distance of the base address
to the middle—the expression is in Listing 1. In other words, if the base address is close to the border
of the allocating range, then the direction is more likely to point toward the other side of the range.
This way, objects will not accumulate at the borders of the allocation area.
Listing 1. ASLR-NG initialization pseudo-code.

new_zone(low, high, zone) {
zone.base
= randomize_range(low, high);
zone.direction = randomize_range(low, high) < zone.base ? TOPDOWN : DOWNTOP;
}
do_exec(){
...
reserved = VM_SIZE * percentage_reserved / 100;
min_ASLR = reserved * (rand() % 2);
max_ASLR = min_ASLR + VM_SIZE - reserved;
new_zone(min_ASLR, max_ASLR, mmap_base);
new_zone(min_ASLR, max_ASLR, huge_pages);
new_zone(min_ASLR, max_ASLR, thread_stacks);
...
}

A detailed analysis of the distribution of the objects at the borders of the allocation area
is beyond the remit of this paper, but for now we can say that the presented algorithm to determine
the direction gives a fair distribution along the whole range, with no accumulation areas (addresses
with higher probability), regardless of the number of objects in the zone and the workload mix.
The algorithm employed to allocate an object works by first selecting a value as a hint address,
in order to place the object, and then to look for a free gap in which to actually place the object.
The algorithm is as follows:
1.

Obtain the hint address and the direction:
•
•

2.

if it is to a specific-zone, then the hint address and the direction are the ones from
the specific-zone.
if it is an isolated object, then the hint address is a random value from the allocation range
[min_ASLR, max_ASLR] and the direction is top-down.

Look for a gap large enough to hold the request from the hint address to the limit of the allocation
area determined by the direction. If found, then succeed.
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Look for a gap large enough to hold the request from the hint address to the limit of the allocation
area determined by the reverse direction. If found, then succeed.
Look for a gap large enough to hold the request from the full VM space, starting from the allocation
area and working towards the reserved area. If found, then succeed.
Out of memory error.

Even if there is no reserved area, step 4 is necessary to guarantee that the whole virtual memory
is covered properly. For example, as illustrated in the Figure 16d, the gaps [ld.so ↔ mmap_base]
and [mmap_base ↔ vDSO] are not suitable for a large request, but the gap [ld.so ↔ vDSO] can be used
if a global search is done.
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Figure 16. ASLR-NG: Profile mode examples.

7.4. Profile Modes
The ASLR-NG design provides two possibilities for allocating each object: isolated
or in a specific-zone. From a security point of view, the more isolated objects, the better, but there
are multiple side effects that should be carefully considered and balanced, as described in Section 6.
In order to simplify the configuration of ASLR-NG, we provide four different working modes or profiles.
Each mode randomizes each object using the isolated or the specific-zone method. The four modes are
summarized in Table 3, and a representative example of each one is sketched in Figure 16. Next is the
design rationale for each mode:
Mode 1—Concentrated: all objects are allocated in a single specific-zone, which results in a compact
layout. The number of entropy bits is not degraded but only the correlation entropy between
them. In other words, the cost (if brute force were used) to obtain the address of an object is not
reduced by using this mode. The goal is to reduce the footprint of the page table.
Mode 2—Conservative: this mode is equivalent to that used in Linux and PaX. The main stack,
the executable and the heap are independently randomized, while the rest (libraries and mmaps)
are allocated in the mmap specific-zone. Since the objects are randomized using the full allocation
range, ordering is not preserved; for example, the stack may be below the executable.
Mode 3—Extended: this is an extension of the conservative mode, with additional randomization
forms: (1) specific-zones for sensitive objects (thread stacks, heap, huge pages, read-write-exec
and only executable objects); (2) sub-page randomization of the heap and thread stacks
and (3) per-fork randomization. This can be considered a very secure configuration mode
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which addresses most of the weaknesses and sets a reasonable balance between security
and performance. Therefore, this should be the default mode on most systems.
Mode 4—Paranoid: every object is independently randomized, and no specific-zones are used.
As a result, there is no correlation between any objects, which could even prevent future
sophisticated attacks. It is intended to be used on processes that are highly exposed, for example
networking servers, but should be carefully used when applied globally to all system processes
because of additional memory overheads.
Table 3. ASLR-NG mode definition.
Feature
Sub-page in ARGV
Randomize direction
Bit-slicing
Isolate stack, executable and heap
Specific-zone for huge pages
Randomize specific-zones per child
Sub-page in heap and thread stacks
Specific-zone for thread stacks
Specific-zone for read-write-exec objects
Specific-zone for exec objects
Isolate thread stacks
Isolate LD and vDSO
Isolate all objects

Modes
1
3
3
3

2
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3

7.5. Fine Grain Configuration
Each profile mode is defined by a set of features. Table 3 lists the ASLR-NG configuration options
enabled on each mode.
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Sub-page in ARGV: ASLR-NG randomizes all the sub-page align bits.
Although
the arguments/environment are in the stack area, the page align bits of ARGV can be randomized.
Randomize direction: the direction of a specific-zone is re-randomized for every new allocation.
As a result, even libraries that typically are loaded sequentially will have some degree
of randomness, which is especially useful in the concentrated profile, because it shuffles objects.
Specific-zone for huge pages: if enabled, ASLR-NG uses a different specific-zone to map huge
pages and therefore huge pages are completely isolated and correlation attacks abusing of its low
entropy are not longer possible.
Specific-zone for thread stacks: If enabled, thread stacks are allocated in a designated specific-zone.
This no only prevents correlation attacks but also separate its data content from the libraries since
both are by default in the same area.
Inter-Object to Stack, Executable and Heap: each one of these objects is independently randomized,
which is the default behavior for Linux and PaX. It was added to support the concentrated mode
by disabling it.
Randomize specific-zones per child: When a new child is spawned, all specific-zones are renewed,
which results in a different memory map between the parent and the child, as well as any siblings
among them.
Sub-page in heap and thread stacks: applies sub-page randomization to the thread stacks and
the heap. This feature can also be used from user-land on a per object basis, by calling the mmap()
with the new flag MAP_INTRA_PAGE.
Isolate thread stacks: randomizes thread stacks individually. This feature can also be requested
by using the MAP_RND_OBJECT flag when calling mmap().
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Isolate LD and vDSO: by enabling this feature, ASLR-NG loads these objects individually instead
of using the classic library/mmap zone.
Bit-slicing: enabling this feature, ASLR-NG generates a random number at boot time which
is later used to improve the entropy of some objects when they must be aligned, typically for
cache aliasing performance. Instead of setting the sensitive bits to zero, they are set to the random
value generated at boot. We have used the core idea of this novel randomization form to address
a security issue in the Linux kernel 4.1, to increase entropy by 3 bits in the AMD Bulldozer
processor family [31].
Isolate all objects: all objects are independently randomized. The leakage of any object cannot
be used to de-randomize any other. This feature can be used in very exposed or critical
environments where security is paramount.

8. Evaluation
This section compares ASLR-NG with Linux, PaX and OS X. Firstly, Section 8.1 compares
the main randomization forms to identify the new features introduced by the ASLR-NG. In Section 8.2
the entropy bits for 32 and 64 bits in the x86 architecture are compared, and finally the correlation
entropy of the objects is presented.
8.1. Randomization Forms
Linux and PaX provide very few randomization forms, and furthermore they do not generalize
them either. For example, they do not provide sub-page or inter-object randomization for thread stacks.
ASLR-NG extends already used forms of entropy to most objects and provides new
forms to prevent correlation attacks [27]. It worth mentioning the concept of specific-zones,
which is a simple mechanism employed to group together sensitive objects and isolate them from
the rest. Table 4 summarizes the main features of Linux, PaX and ASLR-NG.
Table 4. Comparative summary of features.
Feature and Forms
ASLR per-exec
Inter-object in stack, exec. and heap
Sub-page in main stack
Sub-page in ARGV and heap (brk)
Inter-object in LD and vDSO
Inter-object in thread stacks
Sub-page in thread stacks
Load libraries order randomized
Multiple specific-zone support
Randomize specific-zones per child
Bit-slicing randomization
Sub-page per mmap request
Inter-object per mmap request
Uniform distribution
Full VM range

OS X
3
3

Linux
3
3
3

PaX
3
3
3
3

ASLR-NG
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

8.2. Absolute Address Entropy
Absolute entropy is the effective entropy of an object when it is considered independently.
Each ASLR has been tested in two different systems:
•

•

32-bits: a 32-bit x86 architecture, without PAE. Note that when an i386 application is executed in
a x86_64 system, the memory layout is different. Our experiments are executed in a truly 32-bit
system, and so the virtual memory space available to any process is 3 GB.
64-bits: a 64-bit x86_64 architecture. The virtual memory space available for the user is 247 bytes.
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Table 5 shows the measured entropy bits obtained in Linux, PaX, OS X and ASLR-NG in both
32- and 64-bit systems. Note that the ASLR-NG absolute entropy is the same for all modes. All the data
presented in this section are the result of running the sampler tool to collect a million samples for each
system which is more than enough for the virtual memory space. ARGV is the page in memory that
hold the program arguments.
Table 5. Comparative summary of bits of entropy.
32-Bits
Object
ARGV
Main stack
Heap (brk)
Heap (mmap)
Thread stacks
Sub-page object
Regular mmaps
Libraries
vDSO
Executable
Huge pages

OS X
8
8
8.7
7.7
11
7.7
7.7
7.7
8
0

Linux
11
19
13
8
8
8
8
8
8
0

PaX
27
23
23.3
15.7
15.7
15.7
15.7
15.7
15
5.7

64-Bits
ASLR-NG
31.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
19.5
19.5
19.5
19.5
9.5

OS X
16
16
15.9
16
16
16
16
16
16
7

Linux
22
30
28
28
28
28
28
21.4
28
19

PaX
39
35
35
28.5
28.5
28.5
28.5
28.5
27
19.5

ASLR-NG
47
43
43
43
43
43
35
35
35
35
26

Linux: In 32-bit systems, Linux provides only 8 random bits for most objects, which is too low
a value to be effective and can be considered defeated. In 64 bits, although randomization is higher for
most objects, there are still some objects (vDSO and ARGV) with much lower entropy, which in turn
may encourage attackers to use them.
Huge pages are less randomized, due to alignment constraints. In particular, in 32-bit systems,
alignment resets those bits that ASLR randomizes, and so huge pages are not randomized at all.
Moreover, in 64-bit systems, huge pages have 19 random bits, which gives some protection but still
may not deter local or remotely distributed attackers.
PaX/Grsecurity: In 32 bits, PaX provides much more entropy than Linux in all objects.
The libraries and mmapped objects have 15.72 bits of entropy, in which case a brute force attack,
at 100 trials per second, will need a few minutes to bypass the PaX ASLR. The lowest randomized
object (but huge pages) is the executable. Surprisingly in 64-bit systems, the entropy of Executables
in PAX is less than the entropy in Linux. The additional entropy bits of the ARGV, main stack and
heap are due to sub-page randomization. The decimal values of the mmapped objects are caused
by non-uniform distribution—as explained in Section 5.2. PaX is much better than Linux in 32 bits,
but quite similar in 64 bits.
OS X: ASLR is broken in OS X for local attackers for both 32- and 64-bit systems and is weak for
remote attackers. As Table 4 shows, OS X implements its ASLR per boot. That is, all objects except
the executable, are only randomized after the system is rebooted. Therefore it provides no protection
against local attackers and its ASLR in both 32 and 64-bits must be considered broken for local attackers.
The OS X entropy showed in Table 5 only apply for remote attackers. In 32-bit systems it provides
a similar protection than Linux but in 64-bit the entropy provided is very low allowing potential
attackers to bypass the OS X ASLR with little effort.
Note that because ASLR is applied only when the system is rebooted, remote attackers can do
a brute force attack against the libraries without requiring a forking server since the libraries will
be always mapped to the same addresses. On average, to remotely bypass the ASLR in 64-bit OS X
16
systems will require 22 = 32,768 attempts which clearly is not enough to deter attackers.
ASLR-NG: In 32 bits, libraries and mapped objects have almost 20 bits of entropy, which is
comparable with the minimum randomized objects in 64-bit Linux (vDSO and ARGV). Because of the
small VM space in 32 bits the entropy is intrinsically limited, but thanks to the ability of the ASLR-NG
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to use the full address range to allocate any object, it increases entropy by up to 20 more bits than
Linux and 12 more than PaX. Although ASLR-NG provides the highest randomization for huge pages,
the alignment constraint (which resets the lowest 22 bits) only leaves the possibility of randomizing
the highest 10 bits.
In 64 bits, ASLR-NG provides up to 15 more bits than Linux and 14 more than PaX. Regarding huge
pages, Linux and PaX have 1 million possible places to load huge pages compared with the 67 million
of ASLR-NG. This increment in entropy, jointly with the specific-zone for huge pages, increases the cost
for an attacker to guess where they are placed and at the same time prevents using them in correlation
attacks. Hence, ASLR-NG outperforms Linux and PaX ASLR in both 32- and 64-bit systems.
8.3. Correlation in ASLR-NG
ASLR-NG addresses correlation weakness by randomizing objects and specific-zones
independently. Obviously, all the objects allocated in the same specific-zone are correlated together,
but they are uncorrelated in relation to other specific-zones or objects.
The concentrated mode, by definition, is fully correlated to provide a compact layout to systems
with low resources. The conservative mode is close to Linux and PaX but prevents using the stack,
executable and heap in correlation attacks.
In extended mode, ASLR-NG extends the conservative mode by five specific-zones to isolate
objects of different criticality levels. The paranoid mode goes a step beyond, though, by removing the
correlation between all pairs of objects (no specific-zones are created), but as far as we know, exploiting
the correlation between objects in the same category is not useful. Typically, a single library contains
enough gadgets to build ROP exploits, and so it is not necessary to de-randomize other libraries.
9. Conclusions
In this paper we have analyzed the major operating system ASLR implementations to assess
its effectiveness and its weakness from the local and remote attackers point of view, including the
impact in the IoT devices based in Linux and OS X.
To do the assessment, we have proposed a taxonomy of all ASLR elements creating a categorization
of three entropy dimensions. Based on this taxonomy we have created ASLRA, an advanced statistical
analysis tool to automatically assess the effectiveness of any ASLR implementation.
Our analysis showed that all ASLR implementations suffer from several weaknesses, 32-bit
systems provide a poor ASLR, and OS X has a broken ASLR in both 32- and 64-bit systems.
This is jeopardizing not only servers and end users devices as smartphones but also the growing IoT
ecosystem. We have then presented ASLR-NG, a novel ASLR that provides the maximum possible
absolute entropy and removes all correlation attacks making ASLR-NG the best solution for both
32- and 64-bit systems. We implemented ASLR-NG in the Linux kernel 4.15 showing that ASLR-NG
overcomes PaX, Linux and OS X implementations, providing strong protection to prevent attackers
from abusing weak ASLRs.
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